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If s is measurable~ Prikry's forcing adds a sequence of ordinals of order t~pe co cofinal in ~, 
This destroys the regularity of s but K does remain uncountable. Magidor has a forcing notion 
generalizir~g Prikry's which adds a closed cofinal sequence of ordinals through a large cardinal. 
The cardinal remains uncountable but its regularity is still destroyed. We obtain a forcing 
notion which adds a closed cofinal sequence of ordinals (and more complex objects) through a 
large cardinal ~, of order WPe ~, and keeps K regular~ In fact u remains measurable after the 
forcing, 
Our forcing shares certain properties with Prikry's forcing. Closed cofinal subsequences of 
generic sequences ark generic (under appropriate inlerpretations). Archetypical generic se- 
quences can be generated by taking the critical points of iterated elementary embeddings. 
1. Introduction 
If K is measurable, Prikry's forcing adds a sequence of ordinals of order type co 
cofinal in K (see [3]), This destroys the regularity of K but K does remain 
uncountable. Magidor has a forcing notion generalizing Prikry's which adds a 
closed cofinal sequence of ordinals through a Large cardinal. The cardinal remains 
uncountable but its regularity is still destroyed (see [1]), We obtain a forcing 
notion which adds a closed cofinal sequence of ordinals (and more complex 
objects) through a large cardinal ~, of order type K, and keeps K regular. In fact K 
remains measurable after the forcing. 
Our forcing shares certain properties with Prikry's forcing. Closed cofinal 
subsequences of generic sequences are generic (under appropriate interpreta- 
tions). Archetypical generic sequences can be generated by taking the critical 
points of iterated elementary embeddings. 
Woodin (see [4]) has effected an iteration of this forcing, and from the existence 
of a P-'0¢) measurable cardinal obtained a model of DC + (for every well- 
orderable set Fc  P(N,) there is a closed unbounded set C ~ Rl such that for every 
X e F one of C -X  and CN X is bounded),  See also Mitchell 's report [2] for 
simplifications and extensions of some of the results obtained here. 
1.1, Details 
Instead of adding a sequence of ordinals as in Prikry forcing and Magidor 
forcing we add a sequence of more complex objects. These objects are themselves 
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sequences, called filter sequences. A typical filter sequence u<,, is a sequence of 
length a such that Uo is an ordinal and for ~ <a u~ is an ultrafilter on R(uo). In 
fact, each of these ultrafilters concentrates on filter sequences too. Usually Uo is an 
ordinal; u~ is a normal ultrafilter concentrating (in effect) on ordinals less tlr.an Uo; 
u2 is an ultrafilter concentrating on filter sequences of length 2; and so on. Things 
get trickier ff a >~ uo. For example, u,~ is an ultrafitter concentrating on {v<~ [ v<~ 
is a filter sequence and/3 --- Vo}. 
Our forcing notion Pu<, adds a sequence of filter sequences, of length 
min(to- ~÷", Uo) + 1 whei e - 1 + tz is that ordinal ~ where 1 + ~ = a:  For example, if 
a = 3 we get a sequence cr of length to2+ 1 such that tr(to ~) = u<,,, and ~r(to. n) for 
0< n <to is a filter sequence of length 2 (essentially a normal ultrafilter on 
ordinals), and tr(to.n+m) for 0~n<to  and 0<re<to  is a filter sequence of 
length 1 (essentially an ordinal). For each n with 0~n<to ,  the sequence 
(cr(to'n+m)o[O<m<~) is itself a standard Prikry sequence. The sequence 
(tr(~)o [8 < to2) is cofinal in Uo. 
If u<, is a sequence of length uo, then the resulting generic closed cofinal 
sequence is of length uo+l ,  but eventually is strictly increasing. That is, the 
sequence (tr(8)o [8 < uo) is cofinal in uo and (38)(V 8 '> 8)(o'(~5')o> 8'). This makes 
the cofinality of uo equal to to. 
In general, the larger a is, the less damage *:he forcing /h,<, does. if K is 
P3(K)-measurable (i.e. j :  V---, N elementarily with p3(K)~ N) there is a naturally 
occurring filter sequence so long that it takes on repeated values. "llaat is, k<x 
with ho<h~<h and k~o=kx,. For this k<~, our forcing notion leaves 
measurable. 
1.2. Notation 
Generally a,/3, % 8, r, h will denote ordinals; u<~, v<~, w<v wi!l denote filter 
sequences; u, v, w will denote filter sequences when the length of the sequence is 
not important; A<,,, B< a, C<v will denote sequences of sets of measure one (with 
respect o a corresponding sequence of ultrafilters). Subscripts are used often to 
indicate one member of a sequence, as in u8 indicating the 8 th value of the filter 
sequence u<,. Superscripts are used when an object is already a sequence and 
thu~ implicitly subscripted, as in u ° where u is a filter sequence. 
1.3. Some basic definitions 
If a is an ordinal, a can be uniquely decomposed into a sum of decreasing 
powers of to (i.e. Cantor normal form). That is, there is a unique sequence 
/30,/31 . . . . .  /3, with (V i<n)(/3,+~/3~) and a =toao+toa~+.. .+tog..  Call to g" the 
END of a. Call /3, the LOGEND of a. 
We often need a notation for the ordinal 8 where 1 +8 = a. We write -1  +~ for 
this ordinal 8. Note that if a~>to, then -1  ~ =c~. 
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2. filler sequences 
2.1. Archetypical filter sequences 
Before defining the notion of filter sequences let us examine the archetypical 
filter sequences generated by the P'~(K') elementary embedding 
Let j :V~ N be our P3(K) elementary embeddin,;. 'Ne can construct a se- 
quence of ultrafilters on R(K) by: 
k 0 = K~ 
k. =ta  c R(,,): k<,, ~ i(a)} 
where k<,~ --- (ks 1 6 < a). 
Since P'~(K)c N, N contains every sequence of less than (2=') ÷ ultrafilters on 
R(K}. Thus k<. can be defined for all a <(22~) *. There are, however, only 22~ 
ultrafilters on R(K) and so there are ho<At<(22") ÷ such that k~o=k~,. This 
proves to have strong cJnsequences. 
W. Mitchell has pointed out that to obtain most of our results we need not find 
these Xo and Ab but we may instead find k with the property (VA c R(K)) 
(A e k~ --~ (3,$ < A)(A e h~)). We can obtain such a repeat-point A below (2~) ÷ 
using only a P2(K) elementary embedding. 
2.2. Filter sequence definition 
Let U = {u<. I u<~ is a sequence of length a < (22~") * and Uo is an ordinal and 
(V8)(0< 8 <a :=> u~ is an ultrafilter on R(Uo)}. Observe that the k<. e U. The 
members of U are the FILTER SEQUENCES. 
For u<~ e U say u<~ is SHORT if a < uo, and u<~ is LONG if ~ I> u 0. This 
distinction is drawn often and so this terminology is useftfl. 
If A<,, is a sequence of length c~ and u.<~ U; then say A<,, is BIG in u.~ iff 
Ao = 0 and (VS)(0 < ~ < a ~ As ~ u~}. 
If A.:,, is big in u<. and B<o is big in v< o, then say (A<~,, u<,~) is in the 
SHADOW of (B~,  v.~) iff (3 ~ < fl)(u~. E B,s) and (V 8 < c~)(3 8 '< 13)(Ae~ c B~,). 
Say [ is a SHADGW WITNESS if f :a  --, f3 and (V ~ < ~x)(A~ c Bt(s~ ). Note that if 
one such f exists, a canonical shadow witness can be defined. 
Note that 'in the shadow of' is transitive. If (A<,~, u<~) is in the shadow of 
(B<~,v<o), as witnessed by f:a--~f3, and if (B<~,v< o) is in the shadow of 
(C<.,w<.), as witnessed by g:13-~% then (A<.,u<.)  is in the shadow of 
(C<. o w<.) as witnessed by the composition of f and g. 
If B<e is big in v<e and u<~ e U, then say u~. is ADDABLE to (B<e, v<o) iff 
(3A<~ big in u<,,)((A<,,, u<.) is in the shadow of (B< 0, v<~)). 
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2.3. Filter sequence properties 
The k~. have the following properties which we can expect in turn from almost 
all filter sequences. 
(17 (coherence) Say u<. c U has property 1 iff 
(V 0< 8 < a)(V A<,~ big in u<,,)(] A E u~)(V v< a E A)(V {3' < 13) 
(3 a '<a)(v ~ ~' F_ An,). 
(II) (normalcy) Say u<~, E U has property II iff 
(V 3' < a)(V f: uo '~ u.,)(~ <~ l (V a < vo)(v<~ E/(a))} E "O- 
We call this set the diagonal intersection of f. Since u E U ~ length(u) < (22"") ~ we 
can restate this property in the form we typically use it: 
(V "¢ < (,)(V f:  U n R(uo) ~ IL,)({t,<a l (V w ~ dom(f))(wo< vo 
(II1) (existence of shadows) Say u<,, ~ U has property II I  if/ 
(V A<~ big in u<~,) (V 0<V<a) (= lA  E uv)(V v<, E A)(3 f:/3 ~ a) 
(V 0 < ~ <: ~)(R(t~o) N mr(a) E t~B). 
(IV) Say u<~ E U has property IV iff 
(V O<v < V'<a)(V A E u~,)(3A'~ u~,)(V v<~ e A') 
(=I a < tS)(A N R(vo) E v~). 
(V) Say u<~ ~ U has property V iff 
('e' 0 < ~/< a)((~, < uo @ {v c U I u is short and length~ v) = V} E tt~) 
and (-y>~ uo -:> {v E U I v is long}E ~tr)). 
Properties I through V are easily verified to hold for the k<.. When demon- 
strating property III, the elen~entary embedding j serves as f. 
Now a couple of technical consequences of the above properties. 
Claim 1. St~ppose u<. has properties II, I I I , and IV. Suppose 0<'y '<~,<a,  
A E u~y, and f are given such ~hat 0# v~ E A)(f(v<~) /s big in v<~). Then 
(=1B E u~y,)(V w<~ E B)(3 A'E tty)(A'c A and (V v< a E A' )  
(::1/3' </3)(w~8 e f(v<~ )~,)). 
Proo| .  If not, 
(::IB ~ u~,)(Vw<, E B)(::iA'E ttr)(A' c A and (Vv<o ~ A')  
(V/3' </3)(not w<a E f(v<~)~,)). 
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For each w<~ e B let A ..... ~ u~ be 
{v<~  A I (V/3'</3) (not w..=a ~/(v<~)~,,)}. 
Diagonally intersect hese to get 
with A 'e  t%. But by property IV, 
(:1 A" e u~)(Vv<, e A")Cfl/3' </3)(B f~ R(vo) e vo,). 
Pick any v<oeA'NA" .  Then for some /3'</3 Bfqf(v<o)o.ev ~ 
nonempty. This is a contradiction. [23 
and so is 
Claim 2, Suppose the same hypotheses as in Claim 1. Then 
(dA<v~ 0((A,~+l is big in u<v+0 and (Ay c A) and 
(VO < ~J < "r')(" w<,v ~ Aa)(Vv<~ ~ A,~)(wa < Vo ~ w<,~, is addable to 
(f(v<~), v<~0)). 
Proof. Using property I lk we can get a function f' with the same domain as f 
such that 
(Vv<~ ~ A)(f'(v<~) is big in v<~ and (Vw<.,)(V6 </3)(w<,,, ~f'(v<s)8 
w<., is addable to (f(v<s), v<~))). 
Now us,-. Claim 1 with f' instead of f to select A~ for each 0< 6 < % For each 
w<,, e L.;c~<,~ A~ let A,, . .  ~ m, be {v< B c A i (:13 </3)(w<,~, e/(v<~)8)}. Finally, let 
A~ be ~he diagonal intersection of these, namely 
These Aa for 8 <3 '+1 do the trick. [B 
3. The forcing notion Pu<.~ 
We are now in a position to define the forcing notion for adding closed cofinal 
sequences. 
3.1. Definition of Pu<,. 
1-or u<= e U. say p e dom(Pu<.) iff p = (A °, u °, A 1, u l . . . . .  A", u") where n e 
¢o, and 
(1) (,'~i < n + 1)(u ~ ~ U and A ~ big in u ~ and u ~ has properties I through V), and 
(2) (Vi<n+l)(V~<length(u~))(VveAg) (v has properties I through V and 
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({3 < u~) ~ (v is short and length(v) = ¢5) and (8 ~ ui~) :~ (v is long))), and 
(3) (Vi < n)(u~< u~ +* and (V8 <length(u*+*))(A~ +* I"1R(u~) ;= 0)), and 
(4) u" = u<,~. 
For p and q in dom(Pu<,), p =(A  °, u ° . . . . .  A", u"), q =(B  °, o ° . . . . .  B ' ,  v~"), 
then say p <~ q (i.e. p is stronger than 4) iff 
(1) each v ~ is some u ~, and for such i and j, A~B~ for each ~i<len~th(u~), 
and 
(2) for those i such that u ~ is not some v j, (A ~, u ~) is in the shadow of (B i, v i) 
for the first v t such that v ~ > u ~ 0" O" 
Observe that ~< is transitive, i.e. p ~<q and q ~< r :ff p ~ r. This follows from the 
fact that 'in the shadow of' is transitive. 
Pu<,~ exists and is well defined if u<~ ~ U and u<~ has properties I through V, 
and 
(3A<,)(A<~ big in u<, and (V~<a) (Vv~A~)  
(v has properties I through V)). 
This is not much to ask since the k<~ all have these prop':rties. 
Defir~,: Nu<, to be the condition in Pu<~, (A<,, u<,)  where Ao = 0 and 
(V0 < {3 < a)(A~ = {v ~ U N R (uo) I v has properties I through V 
and (8 < uo) ~ (v is short and length(v = 8) and (8 ~ ut~) ~ (v is 
long)}). 
Note that if u<~ is long, then N~s<,~ is the trivial condition, but if u<, is short, 
there can be conditions in Pu<~ incompatible with Nu<,,. For example, even if 
u<~ is short a long filter sequence can apt "ar in a condition in/ht<~ but is not 
addable to Nu<~. 
If G is Pu<~ generic, let ~r enumerate {v ~ U lv occl~'s as some u ~ in some 
p ~ G} (enumerated in order of v0). We will shortly show ;.hat from or one can 
reconstruct G, and so we may identify generic G's and o~'s. 
If p~dom(P~t<,~), v~U, say v is ADDABI_,E to p iff v is addable to (A', u ~) 
i>  where u ~ is the first u ~ in p with uo v,. Note ~ is addable to p iff (~q~p)(v  
appears in 4). 
If ~ (not necessarily in the ground model) is any sequence of members of U 
and pc  Pu<~ say p is COMPATIBLE with cr if (V8 ~dom(~r))(~r(8) is either 
mentioned in p or is addable to p) and (Vu~U)(u mentioned in 
p -~, (3~) (u  = o-(~))), 
Cla'~a 3. Suppose G is Pt~<~ generic ~md cr is as above determined by G. Then u<, 
is the las ~, filter sequence enumerated by cr and G = {p ~ dom(P~<~) I p is compatible 
with rr}. That is, G can be reconstructed from o-. 
ProoL Let G'  = the set described in the claim. We first observe that G'  is closed 
upwards (i.e. (p ~ G'  and p' ~ p) ~. p' E G'). Next we observe members of G'  are 
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pair~,'ise compatible. Suppose p:'-:(A°,u ° . . . .  ,A" ,~" )  and peG' ,  and q= 
(B °, v ° . . . . .  B" .  v ' )  and q~ G'. Get p '~p by adding all the v ~ appearing in q 
but not already in p. Likewise get q '~q by adding all the u ~ appearing in p but 
not already in q. So p' and q' mention exactly the same filter sequences and so the 
r obtained by intersecting the corresponding sets of measure one satisfies r ~< p' 
p and r~q '~q.  So in fact, p and q are compatible. 
It is clear GcG' .  Thus it is sufficient to show p~_G'~(3qeG) (q<~p) .  
Suppose not. Then (~p)(~r ~ G)( rF"p  c:: G'  but (V q ~: G)(not q ~ p)"). Since p ~ G' 
and reG '  we can find q below both p and r. So t;~"(~q~G)(q~<p) ''. That is a 
contradiction, [] 
It should be noted that ff <A<~, u<~,>e G and (B<., u<,~>e G it is not necessar- 
ily the case that (C<~, u<.>eG where C8 =As  f'IB~ for each 8<a.  
If cr is Fu<,, generic (we can now confuse generic G's  and generic or's) let "r 
entmaerate the ordinals in or, that is ~-(6)= (r(6) 0. So r :dora(or)--* u0+ 1. 
Claim 4. Nu<. F"~- enumerates a closed sequence o[ ordinals cofinal in Uo + 1 with, 
order type rain(to- t~., Uo) + 1: that is, to - ~+'~ + 1 if u<~, is short and Uo + 1 if u<~ is 
long". Note that the ccse a = 2 gives Prik~ forcing for adding an to-sequence 
through a measurable cardinal 
Proof. Firs~ note that property 1II (the existence of shadows) guarantees ~, 
enumerates a closed cofinal set of ordinals. We prove by induction on 8 that if 
tr(8) = u~.,, then end(8)= w -~+"' if u ' , c  is short, or else end(8)= u~ if u '~  is 
long. To get the statement of the claim when u<,~ is short we need only note that 
Nu<. t-"(V8 ~ dom(tr))(~r(8) not u<. ~ tr(8) is short and has length less than a)" .  
Case 1: uk-,~, is long. This case is easy and needs no induction. Properties 1I! 
and IV guarantee for each 0 < 3' < u~ 8 is a limit of 8' such that tr(8') has length 3' 
Thus 8 =end(8)= u[,. 
Case 2: t~,., is short. Properties Il I and IV guarantee 8 is a limit of 8' such 
that er(8') is short and has length 7 (for each 0<3"<a ' ) .  Thus end(8)~: 
sup{w-a~v .to l y<c ,}= to-v~c On the other hand, suppose pF"t r (8)= u~,  and 
end(~5)>to ~ '° ' .  So u'~, is mentioned in p. Say p =(  . . . .  A<~,, u'~, . . . . .  a~.'~ 
where each /L  i.~ ~ade up of short filter sequences of length V < a'. Get u~,,, 
selected from oo .: those A v and p'~/3 so that p' l -"u~., ,= tr(8')" and end(8')= 
to-'*"' .  This vie tes the induction. [] 
We often split one condition into two and concatenate two conditic~ns into one, 
That is, if p~_dom(/5~<.), p =(A °, u ° . . . . .  A' ,  u ~ . . . . .  A", n"), then write Pf" a ~ 
for (A °, u ° . . . . .  A ~, t~ ~) which is a condition in Ptd. Conversely, if pcdom(Pu') ,  
p=(A° ,u  ° . . . . .  A" .u" ) ,  and qcdom(Pu) ,  q=(B° ,u  ° . . . . .  B~",v"), and if 
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(V~ <length(v°))(B°O R(u~)= 0), then write p~q for the condition in dom(Pu) 
(A  °, u ° . . . . .  A" ,  u", B °, v ~ . . . . .  B" ,  v ' ) .  
3.2. Ref inements  o f  condit ions 
Extending a condition in Pit<. by merely shrinking its sets of measure one and 
not adding any filter sequence commitments is called refining a condition. 
Specifically, say q is a REF INEMENT of p iff p =(A  °, u ° . . . . .  A" ,  u") and 
q = (B °, u ° . . . . .  B", u") and (Vi < n + 1)(V~ < length(u~))(B~ = A~). 
For both Prikry forcing and Magidor forcing a crucial lemma is that statements 
in the forcing language can be forced true or false by refining a condition. This is 
also the case with our forcing. 
Cla im ~. Suppose X is an open subset of  dom(Pu<~). Then (~(A<~, u<.))(X is 
dense below (A<.,  u<~) or X has no members below (A<~, u.~.)). 
Proof. We identify two cases which correspond to the two outcomes. 
Case 1: For some n c ~o 
(3/Jo)(ZlBo ~ um)(Vu° 6 Bo)(3/31)(ZlBt ~ ua,)(Vu ~ E ~Jt) " " " (3[3~.) 
(3/3. e u~° )(Vu" ~ B. )(3(C °, u °, C ~ , u '  . . . . .  C",  u % C" +~, u .~)  ~ X) .  
That is, 
(::l/3o)(for almost all (wrt Uoo)U °) (3180(for ahnost all 
(wrt un)u l )  • • • (3/3.)(for almost all (wrt ua.)u ' )  
(3 refinement of Nu°-Nu 1~ ' ' '  -Nu<,~ in X). 
Note that we can pick/3~ and B~ canonically (least such and largest such), We 
may thus write /3~(u °, u 1 . . . . .  u ~-I) and B~(u t~, u t . . . . .  W -~) indicating functional 
dependence. The C ~, however, apparently depend on u ° . . . . .  u". By shrinking the 
B~ we can get C ~ depending only on u ° . . . . .  u ~-~ (for example, as u" ranges over 
B., the C o . . . . .  C "-~ are almost always constant; given that, as u "-~ ranges over 
B,,.ol, the C ° . . . . .  C "-z are almost always constant; etc). B) taking diagonal 
intersections of the C ~ (and C "÷l) we can select C ~ which deperd only on u ~, and 
C "+~ fixed (for example, ieplace C~(u ° . . . . .  u ~) with C~(u ~) the diagonal inter.~ec- 
tion of C~(u ° . . . . .  U ~) for all u ° . . . . .  u ~1 in R(u~).  
Now we can create the condition (A<o, u<~) below which X is dense. 
Step 0: For 0<6~</3o select o D~ e u~ using Claim 2 such that 
(VO < ~ o ~ ~ o 8 < tSo)(Vw ~ Da)(Vu ~ D~,)(Wo< Uo =)' w is addable 
to (C °, u°)). 
also se!ect D°~,,cBo. For t~>/3o select D°~u~ using property IV so that 
(Vv ~ O°)(3y)(O~,~ ,qR(vo) ~ v.~). 
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Step 1: For each u°~D~,, select D~'"o~u~ as in Step 0. Namely for each 
0<~ ~/31(u °) select D~ "'o using Claim 2 ~;uch that 
(VO < a < #du°))(Vw ~ D ~ ", . . . .  
is addable to (C 1, u~)), 
and also l)t~,d¢,~c Bl(u°). For ~> ~l(u °) select .0 ~'',,~ such that 
(Vv D ~''~' t.,,, 
Now get D~ t by diagonally intersection, that is 
D~ = {v l ( Vu°e R(oo) ) (v  ~ D~'"")}e u~. 
Step i: Continue as above for i up to n, obtaining D~ for i = 0 . . . . .  n. Note that 
these steps need not really be taken sequentially. 
Finally, let A~ = 0 and for each 0 < 8 < t~, let A,~ = D O N D~ N, •. N D~ f3 C~ +~. 
This gives the desircd condition (A<.,  U<.). 
To see that X is dense below (A<,,, u<~) assume it is not. Take any G generic 
including (A.. , ,  u<~) but missing X below it. Let cr be the corresponding 
sequence of filter sequences. Let u ° be the fit~t member of D ° in cr. Then every 
earlier member of tr is from some D~ with 8 < f3o (because any v ~ D,~ if 8 >/30 
has D~, of measure one in some v 0` Thus every earlier member of cr is addable 
to (C°(u°),u °) (because all v~D'~ if 6</30 are addable to (C°(u) ,u)  for all 
u E D~o if uo> vo). Likewise let u ~ be the first member of er above u ° . . . . .  u ~-t 
i which is a member of D~,~.,,. ...... , ,,, 
Analogous argument shows every member of ~r between u ~--~ and u ~ is addable 
to (C~(u~), u~). Finally note that every member of cr beyond u" is clearly addab!e 
to (C "+~, n<,~) (as A~ ~--- C~ *~ all 8). 
Thus by Claim 3, the condition (C °, u ° . . . . .  C", u", C "+~, u<,~) is in C and this 
condition is in X below (,4,<,,, u<,,). This is a contradiction and proves Case 1. 
Case 2: Not Case 1. That is, after replacing "not for almost all tP' with 'for 
almost all u ( not', for all n ~ ~o 
(V/3o)(aBoe u~)(Vu°e Bo)(V/30(aB~ ~ u~, ) (Vt?  e BO "" (V/3.) 
CAB,, ~ ~.)(Vu" ~ B,,)(V(C °, u ° . . . . .  C", u", C "+~, u<o) ~ dom(Pu<~)) 
((C °, u ° . . . . .  C", u", C"+L a<.)  ¢ X). 
Note that B, depends on /30, u ° . . . . .  /3~.+ u ~-*,/3,. Define the following partial 
functions: 
/3o(u°)=least ,5 such that uec Bo(8). 
/3a(u o, u ~) = least 8 such that u ~ .c- Bt(/3~(u°), u°, 8). 
etc. 
Now we can create the condition (A<,,  u<,) with no members of X below it. 
Do - Slep 0: For each 0<8<~,  let ,~=Bo(8)e us. 
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Step 1: For each 0<~i<a and for each u°~dom(/3o), Let D~'"o= 
Bl(19o(U°), u °, 8). Then get Dk by diagonal intersection, that is 
D~ = {v I (V u°~ R (Vo))(v E D~'%)}E u~. 
Step i: Continue as above obtaining D~ for i < co. Note th~ t these steps do not 
really need to be taken sequentially. Finally, let Ao = 0 and for each 0 < 3 < a, let 
__  i A8-  ["k~,,~ Dn. This gives the desired condition (A.~o, u<~) with no members of 
X below it. 
To see this, assume there is some condition p=(C~,u  ° . . . . .  C",u '~, 
C ~÷~, u<~)eX with p<~(A<~, u<~). 
Now u°~AnCBo(8)for  some 8, so u°~ dom(19o). Also u l~A~ for some ~ and 
so u~ D~'%c Bl(/3o(u°), u°, 8) for that & Thus (u °, u ~) ~ dora(/30. Continuing in 
this manner we obtain /30, 191 . . . . .  18, such that u ~ ~ Bi(bo, u °, [31, u 1 . . . . .  19H, 
u ~-a,/3~). The existence of p e X is now in direct contradiction with the hypothesis 
of Case 2 and proves Case 2. [] 
Let us state, precisely what we have obtained from Case 1 of the proof of Claim 
5. 
(*) Suppose M~"X is an open subset of dom(/h~<~) anJ  X is dense below some 
refinement of Nu<~". Then there is (effectively definable in M) some 
(A<~, u<~)~dom(Pu<~) such that if cr is a sequence of members of U (~ 
satisfying 
(1) ¢r is INCREASING- - that  is 
and (V 8' < 8 e dom(or))(o'(6')o < ¢r(6)o), 
(2) cr is PERVASIVE- - that  is 
(V8 ~ dom(cr))(V0 < 13 < length(a(8)))(VA ~¢r(8))~ )(38' < 8)(cr(8')) ~ A), 
and 
(3) (A<,, u<~) compatible with ~r. 
Then there is a member of X compatible with or. 
Claim 6. Suppose X is an open subset of dom(Pu<~). Let pedom(Pu<,~) be given. 
Then Oq <~ p)(q is a refinement of p and either X is dense below q or X has no 
members below q). 
Proof. Say p = (A°, u ° . . . . .  A", u'~). We will use induction (for all u<~ simultane- 
ously) on the length n + 1 of p. 
Case n = 0: This is just Claim 5. 
~_;ase n>0:  In ~" -~ let p '=(A° .u  °. . . . . .  A"-t ,u"- l ) .  In Pu" let p"= 
(A", u"). For q'edom(Pu " l )  let 
X~ = {q"e dom(Pu") [q"~ p" and q'~q"e X}. 
Let 
X' = {q' ~dom(Pu"-t)  q' <~p ' and (3q"<~p")(q" refines p" 
and X~, dense below q'9}. 
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Note that X open ::b X~, open and X " open (q' ~ r' ~ X", c X','f). 
Using induction, we can get q' <~ p' such that either X' is dense or X' is avoided 
(in Pu""~). 
Suppose the former. Then for each r'~q', r'~ X', select r"(A ~', u"> such that 
X", dense below r" (in P,~"). Intersect a~l these A~' for 8 < length(u") to get q"= 
(A, u~). Let q =q'~q". Now we claim X is dense below q. To see this let r<~q. Say 
r=r'~r" splitting r at u "-~. Since X' is dense below q', get s'<~r ', s'~X'. By 
construction, X". is dense below q", so get s"~ X",, s"<~ r". Then s'~s" is in X and 
is below r, 
Suppose the latter. That is there is q'<~ p' such that there are no members of X' 
below q'. Thus for each r'~<Cl ' there is no r"= (A, u") such that X~, dense below 
r". By Claim 5, there must be r" = (A, u") instead with n~, members of X", below 
it. As before, select r"=(A"',u ") for each r'~q', Let q" be the result of 
intemecting all the A~' for ~5<length(a"). Then we claim X has no members 
below q -~.-- q'~q". To see this, suppose r<~q. Say r = r'~r " splitting r at u "-~. Then 
r"~X",:~r~X, [] 
Claim 7. Le~ qb be a sentence in the forcing language for Pu<,. Let p ~ dom(Pu<,) 
be given. Then (~tq ~p)(q refines p and (ql -"~" or q [-"not cb"). 
Proot. Immediate from Claim 6. That is, take X = {4 I q ~< P and q I -"~"}, an open 
Set. If X is dense below some q, then q b"~" .  If X has no members below some q, 
then q [-"not q~". [] 
As a consequence of Claim 7, we see that after forcing with Pu<,,, bounded sets 
are eonstruetible from the ground model plus some initial segment of the generic 
sequence. In the case of Prikry forcing we get no new bounded subsets of the 
measurable cardinal. 
3.3. Preservation of measurability 
Claim $. Let j: V -~N be our P3(~c)-measurable elementary embedding which 
generates k~,, =- ka,. Let cr be generic for Pk<a~ over V. Then V[cr]b"K is measurable 
and there is an extension of kl which makes it so". In fact, if the map j witnesses 
)t-supercompacmess for some )t, and U is the supercompact measure on P<~(X) 
corresponding to j, then V[tr]g"K is X-supercompact and ~here is an extension of U 
which makes it so". 
Proot. The key here is that if A<~ is big in k<x,, then k<~ is addabIe to 
j((A<~,, k<~,)). This is true because A~ek~o= k~,, and so k<x~](A;,o). We give 
the proof for )t-supereompactness preservation; the proof for preservation of K 
measurable is essentially identical as is the proof of preservation of any measure 
naturally generated b3 j. 
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Recall that the measure U on P~(,k) generated by j which makes K A- 
supercompact is defined by: 
Xc  U iff j"(A)cj(X). 
We can define the extension U' of U in V[tr] by: 
Xc  U' iff (3pcG)(3A<~(~,) big in j(k<x,)) 
(p~(A<~tx~;, j(k<x,))F"j"(X ) c j (X')") 
where G is the generic filter corresponding to tr and X' is a term for X in the 
forcing language of Pk<~,,. We are forcing here over N, using j (Pk~) .  
The first thing to verify is that the choice of the term X'  does not matter. This is 
not hard. If X" is another term for X, then pick some pc  G which forces 
"X"= X" '  and which witnesses X c U' with some (m<itx0, j(k<x,)) for theJ term X'. 
Intersect (A<i(xl), j(k<~)) with the 'top' of j(p) so that p~(A<i(~0, j(L<:~,))~j(p). 
Then p and (A<~(x,~, j(k<x)) witness Xc  I.1' for the term X". 
U' is easily seen to be a filter (i.e. U' is closed under pairw;se intersection, 
closed upwards, and does not contain 0). To show U' is an ul~raElter (i.e. X or X ~ 
in U') we observe that {p c dom(Pk<~,) [ p t-"X' c U"" or p I-"X' ~ U"'} is 
dense in Pk<~,. This follows from Claim 7. Take ar~y p ~ dom(Pk¢.x,). Then there 
is a refinement p' of p so that 
(3A<~(~,,O(p'~(A<~(x,), j(k<x,))k"j"(A) c j(X')" 
or  
p'~(A<i(x,), j(k<x))k "if(X) ~ j(X')"). 
It is easy to show U' is fine (i.e. 
(Va c P<~ (h))({b c V<~(h) I a c b}c U'~) 
and U' extends U (i.e. X c U :=> X c U'). 
Let us show U' is normal. That is if / :P<~lh)---~h is regressive (i.e. 
(Va c P<~(A))(f(a)c a)), then f is constant on a set of measure one. Say pc  G 
forces " f  is regressive" where f' is a term for fi Suppose also 
pk"(V~<h)(f'-"({6}) is not in U')". 
Then for each ~ < A there is (A~<~(~,~, j(k<x)) such that 
P~(A<~x,~,l(k<x)) F I~)(1 (3.)) is not j($)". 
To :ze this, observe that if not then there would be p' refining p and 
(A'<j,~),j(k<~,,)) such that p'~(A'j~,~,j(k~:,~,))l-"j(.f')(j"(X))=j(8)". But then 
pl-"f'-~({$})c U '"  which violates the choice of p. Now, in N we can intersect 
these A<i(~. 0 to get A<~(x0 big in j(k<~,). Note that the A~:j(~,~ are definable with 
choice in N from j"(~t), p, j(]:'), and j(k.~,) so the intersection can be taken and 
results in a big sequence of sets. Note we are intersecting/t-many sets of measure 
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one and ) t<j (u) .  We must also intersect with the 'top' of j(p) so tha( 
p~(A<t(~,  l (k~x))~/'(p) in Pi(k<x~L But now 
P "(A<itx~, ](k~.:x))~"(V~$ f~ j"(A))(j(f"t(j"(A)'t is not ~S~". 
Tl:is violates the assumption that p I-"[' is regressive", and so we have shown f i,:. 
constant on a set of U' measure one. All that remains is to show U' i.~ 
u-complete. This is actually a consequence of the preceding. A normal fine 
ultrafilter on P<~(A) is a fortiori K-complete. [] 
4. Subse~lueaees of generic sequences 
In the case of Prikry forcing, every subsequence of a generic Prikry sequence is
itself a generic Prikry sequence. This is true even /'or subsequenees not already 
enumerated in the ground ~odet. 
For Magidor's forcing, a: .iescribed in [I], it is not generally true that subse- 
quences of generic sequences are generic. If desired, Magidor forcing could 
probably he modified without much trouble to have this property. To touch briefly 
upon the reasoning here, note that Magidor forcing adds an c~-sequence of
ordinals through some large cardinal K with the fith ordinal selected with 
constraints measure one in the ~th measure in some a-sequence of measures on 
K. The measures are all different and so eventually all the ordinals can be 
identified with the measure which constrains thenr. Thus any subsequence which 
leaves out arbitrarily large ordinals will be leaving out representatives of some of 
the measures. 
Our forcing parallels Prikry forcing. That is, if ~r is Pu<, generic over M, :rod f 
mot necessarily in M) enumerates in increasing order a closed unbounded subset 
of dom(~r), then there is a'-<-c¢ and another/5~<,~, generic o-' with (V8 < dora(f)) 
(cr'(~3)o =cr(f(~$))o). If in addition f~ M and dom([)= dora(o,), then ~ '= ct. 
We should note that we have not yet taken advantage of the coherence 
(property 1) of the tilter sequences. In this section we shall. 
4. I. The Oi~'~ator E~ 
In this section let ~r be Pu<, generic over M. Let [ ;not necessarily in M) 
enumerate in increasing order a closed unbounded subset of dom(cr). 
In M[cr], define E~r a sequence of length dora(f) by ir:duction on 8 ~ dora(f). 
That is, suppose we have defined E6r(3') for 6 '<& Let E(r(3)=tr0"(3))~ [3'
where B is the least ordinal ~.,<length(tr(f(6))) such that (3A6<r(f(8)) v) 
(V6: <6)(Efcr(6')~ A), or B is length(cr(f(6)) if there is no such 3'. That is, for 
each 6, E6r(8) is the longest initial segment of ~r(/(~5)) so that E6r continues to be 
pervasive. 
In addition, let a '  be the length of the last filter seque1~ce enumerated b3 E6r. 
E6r will turn out to be Pu<,, generic. 
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If G is Pu<~ generic filter corresponding to (r define EtG as {p e dom(Pu<~,) l P
compatible with E6r} as in Claim 3. As in the proof of Claim 3, G ks closed 
upwards and comains only pairwise compatible conditions. This will turn out to be 
the natural generic filter associated with Eta. 
Claim 9. In M Let a'<~a and (A'~.,, u<.,)edom(/h~,) be given. I[ a' <a let 
A",e u~, also be given. Then in M we can effectively construct some (A<~, u<.)~ 
dom(Pu<,,) such that if tr is generic over M and meets (A<., u<~}, and EcG is as 
above, and if a '<a,  then A"~,e u~ i~ not hit by E6r, then (A~, ,  u<,~.)e EcG. 
Proof. We work in/Vl. If a '<a  use property IV to find for each 8 with a '<8<ct  
a set A~eu8 such that (Vv<aeA'~)(313'<[J)(A:,eva,). Now for 8<a '  select 
A~e u8 such that (Vv e A~)(v is addable to (A%,, u<~,)) using property III. 
Use the coherence property I (for the first time) to obtain (A<,~, u<.) such that 
(V8 < a)(A~ ~ A~) and (V~ < a)(Vv<~ ~ A~)(V/3'</3)(3~' < a)(v ~/3' ~. A~). 
The resulting A<~ are as desired. That is, suppose tr is Pu<. gencric below 
(A<~, u<~) and some Eto'(8) is not addable to <,,X~,, u<~,). }3y construction 
(38')(Eto'(~)e A~,). But ¢5' cannot be a '  or above since then A~, would be hit by 
E~r. Thus 8 '<a '  and so E~(cS) is addable to (A%~, u<~,). [] 
Claim 10. bz M let a'<~a and X an open subset of dom(Iht.,) dense below some 
refinement of Nu<., be given. If a' < c~ let A", ~ u~, also be given. Then in M we can 
effectively construct some (A<., u<,~)e dom(/h~<~) such that if cr is generic over M 
and meets (A<., u<.}, and EfG is as above, and Ira <a, then A " • ' <~,~ u~ is not hit 
by Eta, then ErG meets X. 
Proof. We make use of the mechanism (*) of Case l of Claim 5. That is, we can 
effectively obtain (A'~,,  u<~,) such that E~G meets X if E~ is increasing, 
pervasive, and (A%,, u<~,) is compatible with Er~r. The first is true since tr is 
increasing. The second is true by construction of F~tr. We can effectively find an 
(A<~,u<~) by Claim 9 so that if cr meets (A<~,u<.), then F~cr meets 
(A%,, u<~,). [] 
Claim 11. E~cr is Pu<., generic. 
Proof. We prove this claim by induction on Uo. That is, suppose u<,~ is such that 
Claim 11 fails and Uo is minimal for such. We will obtain a contradiction. 
We first observe that dom(.f) is one more than a limit. If not, then letting ~5 be 
the largest limit ordinal in dom(f), we have (r(6) violating the claim and tr(6)o< uo 
violating the minimality of uo. 
As in Claim 3 we already know E~G is closed upwards and contains only 
pairwise compatible conditions o it remains to show that every dense set of 
coaditions is met. Let X be a dense open subset of dom(Pu<~,). If a '<a  let 
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A'~.eu<,~, be missed by Era'. Given this X and A,,, we work in M, For each 
v<o e U with vo< uo and for each q'edom(1-h~t~) define x~, as in Claim 6 to be 
{q"~dom(Pu<,,,) lq'~q"~X}. For each such q', if X'; I, is dense below some 
refinement of IVu.,,, use Claim 10 to obtain ,1' _ (A<,., u<,). Diagonally intersect 
these to obtain (A<,~,, ~<,). That is, let A.~ = {w ~ U [ (Vq'~ R(wo))(w E A~')}. 
Since tr is generic over M, a 'eventually meets' (A<,, u<,). That is, there is 
some pert ,  p=(A  °, u ° . . . . .  A ' ,  u"), where (VS<a) (A~cAs) .  Since dora(f) is 
one more than a limit, without loss of generality (i.e. by replacing the given p with 
a stronger condition) we can assume that (13, ~ dom(f))(u "-~ = tr(f(~,))). Write v<~ 
for u "-t,  so for some /3'~</3 Ef~r(y)=v<a,. 
Working in M again, let 
X' = {q'~ dom(Pv<t3.) [ X~. is dense below some refinement of Nv<~.~. 
As in Claim 6. X'  is open dense in Pt,<~,. 
By our induction hypothesis E~xr ~ ('~ 4-1) is generic and meets X'. Say q'~ 
E~ ~ (~,+ 1)~ X'. Let ~r" be the 'tail' of a. that is or"(8) = tr(f(3' + 1)+ ~3). So a" is 
still Pu<,. generic over M and cr" meets (A<~, t~<,). Let f '  be the "tail' of f, that is 
/"(8) = f(3, + 1) + & Then by our construction and Claim 10, Er,tr" meets X','I,. Say 
q" ~ Efo~r" I 1 X',~,. Then q'~q" ~ Egr fq X as desired. [] 
Although we now know E6r is Pu<~. generic for some c~'~a we do not yet 
know the value of a' .  If domQ')<uo, then u<~, must be short and so ct'= 
1 +logend(dom(f)). If dora(f)= uo+ 1, then u.:,~, must be long and so a'>~ uo. 
Claim 12. Suppose f is bounded by some function f' ~ M. Then 
('¢~ E dom(f) ) (~r(6)  long ~ E6r( 6 ) -~ cr( ~ ) ). 
Proot, We use induction on 8 E dora(f). 
Say E~r(t~)= v< o, with /3'9 vo and or(8)= ~<~ with /3'</3. If t3 = Vo, then we 
have/3 = 13'. If on the other hand/3 > v o suppose Vo < 3" </3 and A ~ v~. We wish 
to show ~ hits A. Since vo is regular we have 8 = Vo and f'(~') = 8' on a closed 
cofinal subset of & Let A'  = {w ~ A t f'(Wo) = wo}. A '  ~ v~ since v., is normal. Also 
('(wo) = wo ::> f(wo) = wo since f' bounds f and both are increasing functions. Thus 
(~tiS'<6)(tr(t~')cA and f (6 ' )=8'  and Ercr(8') is long), and so by induction 
E~(~5') = tr(~') and so Ertr hits A. [] 
5. Generating generic sequences by iterating 
Generic Prikry sequences can be obtained by taking the critical points of ~o + 1 
many ultraproduct i erations. If ] :V--~ N ~itnesses P3(~)-measurability, itera- 
tions of j will generate generic Pk<~ objects. If ~ <K, then -1 ,~+ 1 many 
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iterations will suffice. For a ~ ~¢, the nmaaber of iterations needed is harder to 
determine. 
5.1. Archetypical generic sequences 
By iterating j we get V = Mo and j.,., : M. --~ M.,. If c~ is a limit, /~, is the 
direct limit of '~./<~, The generic tr will be obtained by taking various initial 
segments of jo..(k<a) as tr(a). For successor a, the appropriate initial segment is 
just jo,~(k<x)t 1, that is (jo,~(K)). For a = to the appropriate initial segment is just 
jo.~(k<~) [ 2. Thus cr ~ (to + 1) is the Prikry generic sequence for ~r(to) generated by 
iterating j (to + 0-many times. In the general case, the choice of the appropriate 
truncation of jo,~(k<x) is more difficult. 
We need some definitions. Define the function ga'~ by g~'~(a)=]a,,~('y). Thus 
g~'V is defined for a>/3.  Define the function f by f (0)=0 and f(a)::- 
sup{h,,Af(/3)) + 11/3 <~}. 
Note that the fuuctions g~'~ are well ordered by coordinate comparison. That 
is, say 
g~'~  g~"~' ¢~ (Va in the domain of both functions)(g~'~(a) ~ g~"~'(a)) 
¢:~ (:Is in the domain of both functions)(g~'~(a)~< ga"~"(a)). 
Note also that if f(ot)>~ g~-~(a) for one a, then f (a ' )> g~'~(a') for all larger a' .  
Claim 13. For all ordinals (3 and % f eventually dominates gS'". 
Proof. Suppose not. Pick the <~-first ga'V not eventually dominated by f. By the 
above notes, we have ga'~(a) >f (a )  for all a >I/3. By the nature of the iterated j, if 
a is a limit, then 
g~"(a) =je,a(V)=sup{j~,,~(~')+ 1 [j~,,,(~/')<jo.,.(3 ') and /3'</3}. 
Pick some limit a so that f has already dominated g~""' for all g~"~' < ge'~ (recall f
dominates all earlier gB'W). So for that a, 
g~"~(a)=/~.~(V)~<sup{_f(a)l • ~=f(ed. 
But we already had gO'"(a)>f(a) for all a. This contradiction establishes the 
claim. [] 
Claim 14. Fix a. Suppose gB"~(a)< f(a). Then 
(3a')(/3 < a '  < a and g~"~(a') -- f(a')). 
That is, f agrees with each ga"~ once before dominating it. 
Proof. Take a '  the first ordinal such that g~'~'(~')~f(aq. Thus f (8)< gO'V(6) for 
6 <a ' ,  and thus 
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So 
f ( - ' )  = sup{k,.(8) I a < ,~ '} ,-~. i~.,,.(v). 
And so f(o~')=jt~..(a')= g~"qot'), E] 
Thus we have a function f :  OR--* OR which matches each gO'V once and there 
after dominates it. Now we have a guide for defining the archetypical generic o-. 
Define cr :OR --~ V by o'(a) = jo.~,(k~x) ~(t +logend(f(a))). 
Claim 15. Assume a satisfies f(a) < Jo.,~ (h). Suppose 
Then 
Proof. 
M.,V"o'(a)~.i.,,~,(A)" for all a '>cc  
'~  Jo,~, (k-:x) [ ( l + logend(/(e~ )))~ j (A)" .  
But in M,~, "'j'" is just J,,.,,.b so 
Aff,~ + l V "£, .  (k<x) ~ (1 + logend(f(a)))~ .~+ ~(A)". 
Furthermore 
o-(a) = ]o.,~ (k<a) l (] + logend(f(a))) ~R(jo.~+)(~)) 
and so is fixed by further iterations of j. [] 
Claim 16, Assume f(a) < j0.,,(h). Then M~ ~ "or ~' (a + 1) is pervasive". 
Proof. We use induction on a. That is, we show that for each 0< 8 <length(or(a)) 
cr hits every set of measure one in ¢r(a),~, and then use induction to show that for 
all a '<  a, 0< 8 < length(o'0x')), every set of measure one in cr(a')a, is also hit. 
Suppose then Aecr (a ) ,  for some A~,¥/~, a, and 8. We must show 
(3~/< a)(cr(7)~ A). We may assume ~ is a limit since otherwise cr(a) has length 1. 
Since c~ is a limit we may find a '<a with preimages A',  8', and /3 where 
j,,.,,(A') = A, i,,.,,(8') = & and j,,,.,, (/3) =length(~r(a)) = 1 +logend(f(a)). Consider 
the function g~"~("')*" "~. We have 
fox') < g""rt'~'~+~"~(a') = f(ed) + (o -t*v. 
We also have g.'.¢t-')+--,. (a )<f (a )  sinc~ otherwise 
L',o ff(a')) <f (a )  <~ g°"~"~+'-"  (a) = L'.~ ff(a')) + ~,~°-~-t+~'~ 
: L '.,, ( f (a  3) + ~-  ' '~ 
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(since ordinal arithmetic is absolute), and then logend(f(a)) would be ~<8- 1 
which is impossible since 6 < length(~r(a))= 1 + logend(/(a)). By Claim 14 there is 
some 3, where f meets this g, that is ~x'< 3' < a and g""f(°'~÷"""*(3')= f(~,). Thus 
1 + logend~(3')) = j~,.~ (6') and M~ ~ "j., ~(A') ~ (J0,~(k<x))(t+lo*endtf(~)~)". Claim 1 5 
tells us M. ~"(r(3") ~ j . , . ( j . ,  ~(A'))" which is just M. ~"tr(3')e A"  as desired. [] 
Claim 17. o- t (a + 1) /s Po'(a) generic over M.. 
Proof. We prove this by induction on a. First we observe that if a is not a limit, 
(r ~ ((z + 1) is P(r(ez) generic iff cr ~ (a '+ 1) is P(r(a') generic where ~x' is the largest 
limit ordinal below a. So we may restrict our attention to limit a only. 
Say M. ~"D open dense". Since a is a limit, D has some pre-image D' i n /~,  
for some a '<~.  So j~,.,,~(D')= D. Work in M~,. Denote (j~,,.)-l(cr,.) by u.~. Say 
a '= ao + a l  +" " "+ ~. is the decomposition of a '  into a sum of decreasing powers 
of oJ. 
Let Do = {p e P(r(ao) [ {p' ~ Ih~<~ [ p ~p'~ D'} is open dense in Pu<~}. Then Do is 
open dense in P(r(ao). To see this we use an argument similar to that in Claim 6 
and Claim 11, For each p not in Do select a refinement p' of Nu<~ so that p~p" is 
not in D '  for all p"<p'. Intersect all these refinements, Since D'  is open dense, 
given any pEdom(Ptr(O~o)) we can find q<~p, q' <~ this intersection, so that 
q ~q'e D'. Thus q cannot be in the complement of Do. That is, q e Do and D o is 
open dense. 
By our induction hypothesis, ( r~(ao+l )  is P(r(ao) generic over M,, o and so 
there is some poe Cr~ (ao + 1), poe Do (as usual we confuse a generic sequence 
with its corresponding generic filter). 
Continuing in this manner we get Po, P~ . . . . .  i'~ so that {p 
dom(Pu<0) ] po~p~ .  • • ~p.  ~p ~ D'} is open dense. Call this set D". 
Thus we can focus our attention on the portion of (r ~ (~ + 1) above ct' and 
determine that there is some p e j . , .(D") compatible with this sequence. 
We can now invoke the mechanism (*) from Case 1 of the proof of Claim 5. 
Specifically, there is some condition (A< a, u< o) such that ~r meets D" if ~r is 
increasing (which it obviously is), (r is pervasive (as shown hi Claim 16), and 
(A<,~, u<~) is compatible with ~r. This last requirement is met as a consequence of
Claim 15. [] 
Claim 18. Let 8 < A. Then (~a)((r~ (t~+t) is jo..(Pk<~) generic over M.). 
Proof. By Claims 13 and 14 we can find some cc such that [((z)= ]o..(00-1+~), For 
that a, 
~r. = ]o.. (k<.) [ (1 + logend(/(a ))) 
:-- jo,. (k<x)  t jo . . (a)  = io.~(k<~). 
By Claim 17 a t (a+l )  is Ptr. generic over M.,. But jo.,~(Pk<~)=Pjo..(k<~) = 
Pcr(a). [] 
Adding closed co~nal sequences to large cardinals 261 
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